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lndeed, it's not because some things are

from yesterday that they are obsolete or it's
not because some things have just hatched

that they are the best around. That's right
some of the things we had the vision for

created backthen seem to make a second
lap: see how fashion seems to have a circle of

life. Well so have other crafts and particular
objects that only craftsmen from another

era were capable of creating. Just wonder-
ing why those iconic shapes and styles seem

to have vanished over time, is only a logical
question. lndeed, sometimes it's not worth

reinventing the wheel. And sometimes going
too far from the origin of the desired object

seems to kill the primary goal of that particu-
lar object. ln the past when we were buildingi
things to last for a life time, when companies 1
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actually cared about what their company
was selling and how long it would last. When

it was actually an honor to have build up
something with passion. So much so that this

passion was transmitted to the person using
that object.You could feel howthe person
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who built the object felt when he did



We cannot say the same about what we consume today...
Weiare indeed living in an ever evolving world where the latest in

technology is supposed to be the best and drive today's economy.
The society of consur.nption we are in right now does nothing to help
handicraft and craftsrnen to survive. Just check the life expectancy of
b car or a yacht or anything today, in a couple of years and you would
have already spent a huge amount of time in repairs, this encourages
a society of consumption eager to always have more - to feed the
majestic wheel of fortune.',
This will have terrible consequences overtime on our origin. lndeed,
it will flatten a societyt divet5ity, which are already well controlled.
Luckily not everyone is like that and we have the chance to also have

a few spirited, passionate people who are happy to put their means

to good use and give a second life to some of the most amazing ar-

tifacts around. Alternatively, som6 in a more challenging way, stay
faithful to what made the fortune of some of the most eager sailors

at the beginning of the century. Transcending time to deliver to you,

a freshly, just built, state of the art 95-footer like we only used to see

back in the 1920s. 'r
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